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Special Authors Guidelines Nuklearmedizin/NuclearMedicine 

Original Papers Review Articles Editorial Case Reports 
Submission at ScholarOne Manuscripts 
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/nuk-
med 

Aims and Scope Nuklearmedizin/NuclearMedicine publishes original papers, review articles, and 
case reports in English.

Case reports will be printed as short com-
munications. This means that strict rules 
and constrictions are necessary. The case 
should be presented in such a way that its 
speciality becomes clear and obvious. Ex-
tensive introductions and discussions 
should be avoided. Generally, case reports 
are presented following the original papers. 

All manuscript submissions should be en-
tered online at 
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/nukmed. 

Authors and 
Institutions 

Usually, a maximum of four authors is al-
lowed. If a case report needs to exceed this 
number, please state a reason in your cover 
letter. 

Names, addresses or any information which may indicate the identity of the author(s) may not be included in the manuscript. A 
divided first authorship is allowed. All institutional listings in English. Within the manuscript names and address must not be used 
as well as any information that conclude towards the authors. 

Entry only in specified input fields during 
submission in Scholar One. Please do not in-
clude in main text document. 

Title English short, concise, a maximum of 50 words in each language. Entry only in specified input fields during 
submission in Scholar One. Please do not in-
clude in main text document. 

Abstract English summary (up to 1,800 char-acters incl. space 
bars for each language). Divide the summary in aim, 
methods, results, conclusion. 

No abstract
(please insert “n/a” in the appropriate window when submitting your 
manuscript online) 

Entry only in the specified input field during 
submission in Scholar One. Please do not in-
clude in main text document. Please do not 
upload it as a separate file during the file 
upload, except for corrections in revisions 

Keywords 3–6 keywords 
in English. 

No keywords
(please insert“na”in the appropriate window when submitting your 
manuscript online) 

Entry only in specified input fields during 
submission in Scholar One. You can choose 
from the key words in the list or enter your 
own key words in the input fields. 

Main text manu-
script1

The manuscript should be organized according to the type. Manuscript main text in Word format. References to figures and ta-
bles: should appear chronologically in the manuscript main text. Abbreviate using “Fig.”; and “Tab.”. Literature references: all 
literature in the bibliography is to be cited in the manuscript main text using Arabic numerals surrounded by square brackets. 
The bibliography appears after the manuscript main text and lists all literature. See “Citation Format” in this table for examples. 

Upload a docx-file of the manuscript with 
reference list (without summary, figures 
and tables); File Designation: 1. Main Docu-
ment 

Revision of a manuscript: Size of text Up to 22,000 characters incl. spaces Up to 8,000 characters incl. spaces. 
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Structure It is essential to divide the 
manuscript in e.g. Sum-
mary, Introduction, Mate-
rial and Methods, Results, 
Discussion, Conclusion, 
and Literature. The most 
important sections 
should be stressed by 
subheadings. 

Introduction, followed by 
structure according to ar-
ticles characteristics 

According to articles 
characteristics 

Short introduction – description of the case 
including methods and results – short dis-
cussion including general conclusion. 

Save your peer-reviewed word-file on your 
local harddrive. Make your changes trans-
parent by using “Track Changes” in MS 
Word2. 

References for ta-
bles and figures 

Figures and tables must be cited in parentheses in the text in numerical order, e. g. (Fig. 1, Tab. 1). 

Legends for figures and tables should appear at the end of the manuscript. 
References for 
cited literature 

Only the most important five references (in 
Vancouver style) should be listed. 

Arranged alphabetically (first author) and numbered consecutively, max. 40 references. 
According to Index Medicus and Vancouver style (see below). 

Figures 
Limitations 

Up to three figures are 
allowed of which the total size may not ex-
ceed half of 
a printed page. 

Figures 
Preparation

• Figure quality: 1000 pixel width (300 dpi with a width of 8.5 cm)
• File formats: JPG or TIFF for images
• Figures with multiple sub-elements: please use small letters to classify each (a, b, c, d, etc.). Do not import figures in 

the text. 
• Symbols, lettering, and numbering should be clear and large enough to remain legible after the figure has been re-

duced to fit the width of a column. 
• Use only one type-size.
• Image files accompanying a manuscript must be supplied electronically in separate files to the main text.

Upload in Scholar One individually;  
File Designation: 2. Image  
Figure legends including figure number 
should be en-tered in the appropriate field 
during the file upload – look for “Caption/ 
Legend” during file upload. (Do not submit 
figure legends via Word file.) 

Tables Each table must have a table legend and either one table header over all columns or a header for each column. The editors and 
the publisher reserve the right to publish some of the tables online only especially large ones, if their size exceed the provided 
space.
File Designation: 3. Table 

Code names / 
fake names / fic-
tional personal 
data 

According to Thieme guidelines, data about actual persons must be systematically alienated to protect personal rights and to 
make code names always recognizable as such.  
If one or several persons are provided with code names in pictures or texts, the following options are to be used: 
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• Individual persons (English):

o male: Mr. D., J. Doe, Jon Doe 
o female: Ms. D., J. Doe, Jane Doe 

• Several persons (English):

o male: Andrew, Charles, David, George, James, Michael, Matthew, Robert, Thomas, William
o female: Anne, Bridget, Catherine, Emily, Elizabeth, Jane, Melissa, Sarah, Susan, Victoria

• If absolutely necessary in an individual case, the following written-out English surnames are also valid: Brown, Jones, 
Smith, Taylor, Williams. 

• If names from further language areas are required (for example Turkish, Russian, Spanish names), they must be un-
ambiguously labeled as editorially changed names in the text as well as in the caption of figures (for example within a 
footnote or with the phrase “editorially changed names“ in parentheses). 

• Further fictional data is combined with the word “sample” in English (for example Sample Company, Sample 
Institute). Furthermore, the following applies: 

o addresses: 123 Sampe Street, Sampletown 1234
o date of birth without numbers
o phone number: 123.555-1234
o medication: Sample Drug
o result: Sample Diagnosis

Tables 
Preparation 

Create tables using Word or Excel. Each table should be appropriately numbered. Upload tables as word-file (editable word-
tables, not as images within a word-file) 
at file designation: 3. Table 

Videos Format: *.avi, *.mpg., *.mov or *.wmv. 
Labelling according to appearance within the main part of the manuscript (video 1, video 2,…) 

File designation: supplementary file 

Reference style According to Index Medicus and Vancouver style: 
Journals: 
1. Nikolaus S, Larisch R, Vosberg H et al. In vivo imaging neurotransmitter function. Nuklearmedizin 2011; 50: 155–166.
Books:
1. Schicha H, Schober O (Hrsg). Nuklearmedizin – Basiswissen und klinische Anwendung. Stuttgart: Schattauer 2007.
2. Wise A, Mahani B. Radioiodtherapie des differenzierten Schilddrüsenkarzinoms. In: Growth regulation of the thyroid gland. 
Röhri R, Amber S (eds). Stuttgart: Schattauer 1994; 49–67. 

1 Values quoted here include blank spaces and refer to the length of the manuscripts including the bibliography. The number of characters can easily be found in Microsoft Word using “Tools” → 
“Word Count”. 
2To activate the “Track Changes” function in Word, go to “Tools” → “Track Changes” → “Highlight Changes”. Activate all check boxes in the “Highlight Changes” window. 




